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Our Price $29,900
Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  1C4HJXEN4MW535137  

Make:  Jeep  

Stock:  2917  

Model/Trim:  Wrangler Unlimited Sahara 4X4  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  BLACK  

Engine:  2.0L Turbo I4 270hp 295ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  74,529  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 21 / Highway 24

Embark on an exhilarating journey of freedom and adventure with the
2021 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited SAHARA 4X4, a masterpiece of rugged
capability and sophisticated design. Coated in a timeless, pitch-black
exterior, this commanding presence on the road is not just a vehicle; it's
a statement of your undying spirit for exploration and power.

Beneath the hood lies the heart of this beast—a potent 2.0L Turbo I4
engine, delivering an impressive 270 horsepower and a robust 295 ft.
lbs. of torque. This engine is not merely efficient; it is a symphony of
strength that ensures every drive is charged with exhilaration. Paired
with an 8-Speed Shiftable Automatic transmission, the Sahara offers a
seamless and responsive driving experience, whether you're
conquering the urban jungle or the untamed wilderness.

As you slide into the driver's seat of the Sahara, you're not just stepping
into a vehicle; you're ascending to a throne of comfort and control. The
meticulously crafted interior surrounds you with premium materials and
cutting-edge technology, all designed to cater to your every need. The
shiftable automatic transmission allows you to take charge of your
driving experience, effortlessly switching gears with a flick of the wrist,
ensuring that power is always at your command.

The Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara doesn't just promise adventure; it
delivers it with unwavering confidence, backed by the prestigious Kelley
Blue Book's Best Resale Value: Off-Road SUV/Crossover award. This
accolade is not just a testament to the vehicle's enduring value; it's a
promise of the lasting joy and reliability that comes with every Jeep
purchase.

As you set out on your next journey, the Sahara's advanced
manufacturer options and packages elevate your adventure to new
heights. Every detail is engineered with precision, from the advanced
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heights. Every detail is engineered with precision, from the advanced
safety features that protect you and your loved ones to the state-of-the-
art entertainment system that turns every ride into a concert hall on
wheels. The Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara is not just a mode of
transportation; it's a sanctuary, a command center, a mobile fortress
that stands ready to face any challenge that lies ahead.

Imagine the envious glances as you cruise down the street, the black
exterior gleaming like a jewel under the sun. Picture the seamless blend
of luxury and ruggedness that makes the Sahara an icon in its class.
Feel the power coursing through the chassis as you tackle the toughest
terrains with ease and elegance. This is not just a driving experience;
it's an affirmation of your desire for the best in life.

The 2021 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara 4X4 is more than a vehicle;
it's a companion on the road of life, a chariot that carries you towards
your dreams. It's time to elevate your driving experience to a level of
excitement and prestige that only a Jeep can offer. Don't let this
opportunity slip through your fingers. Embrace the call of the wild, the
allure of the open road, and the promise of adventure that awaits with
the Sahara.

Seize the day, seize the journey, seize your 2021 Jeep Wrangler
Unlimited Sahara 4X4. Your adventure starts now.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

Snapshot

2021 JEEP WRANGLER UNLIMITED SAHARA

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

6 Service history
records

6 Previous owners

Types of owners: Personal, Corporate
fleet

Last owned in Ohio

74,529 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  - Floor mat material: carpet 

- Floor mats: front - Interior accents: chrome  - Steering wheel trim: leather - Ambient lighting

- Cargo area light - Cruise control - Footwell lights - Multi-function remote: keyless entry 

- Power outlet(s): 115V front  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional 

- Push-button start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Tool kit 

- Universal remote transmitter: Homelink - garage door opener  - Clock - Compass 

- Customizable instrument cluster - Digital odometer - External temperature display 

- Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Running boards - Daytime running lights  - Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  

- Front fog lights  - Side mirrors: heated  - Removable roof: soft top  

- Spare tire size: full-size matching - Spare wheel type: aluminum alloy  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy with painted accents  

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  - Rear privacy glass 

- Solar-tinted glass
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